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Traditional accounts of language processing suggest
that monologue – presenting and listening to speeches
– should be more straightforward than dialogue – hold-
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The idea is to use one LSTM to read the input sequence, one timestep at a time, to obtain large fixeddimensional vector representation, and then to use another LSTM to extract the output sequence
from that vector (fig. 1). The second LSTM is essentially a recurrent neural network language model
[28, 23, 30] except that it is conditioned on the input sequence. The LSTM’s ability to successfully
learn on data with long range temporal dependencies makes it a natural choice for this application
due to the considerable time lag between the inputs and their corresponding outputs (fig. 1).

From pipelines to end-to-end machine translation

There have been a number of related attempts to address the general sequence to sequence learning
problem with neural networks. Our approach is closely related to Kalchbrenner and Blunsom [18]
who were the first to map the entire input sentence to vector, and is related to Cho et al. [5] although
the latter was used only for rescoring hypotheses produced by a phrase-based system. Graves [10]
introduced a novel differentiable attention mechanism that allows neural networks to focus on different parts of their input, and an elegant variant of this idea was successfully applied to machine
translation by Bahdanau et al. [2]. The Connectionist Sequence Classification is another popular
technique for mapping sequences to sequences with neural networks, but it assumes a monotonic
alignment between the inputs and the outputs [11].

Figure 1: Our model reads an input sentence “ABC” and produces “WXYZ” as the output sentence. The
model stops making predictions after outputting the end-of-sentence token. Note that the LSTM reads the
input sentence in reverse, because doing so introduces many short term dependencies in the data that make the
optimization problem much easier.

Anthes 2010

The main result of this work is the following. On the WMT’14 English to French translation task,
we obtained a BLEU score of 34.81 by directly extracting translations from an ensemble of 5 deep
LSTMs (with 384M parameters and 8,000 dimensional state each) using a simple left-to-right beamsearch decoder. This is by far the best result achieved by direct translation with large neural networks. For comparison, the BLEU score of an SMT baseline on this dataset is 33.30 [29]. The 34.81
BLEU score was achieved by an LSTM with a vocabulary of 80k words, so the score was penalized
whenever the reference translation contained a word not covered by these 80k. This result shows
that a relatively unoptimized small-vocabulary neural network architecture which has much room
for improvement outperforms a phrase-based SMT system.

Sutskever et al. 2014

Finally, we used the LSTM to rescore the publicly available 1000-best lists of the SMT baseline on

Training end-to-end machine translation
Io sono il dottore di cui in questa novella si parla talvolta con parole
poco lusinghiere.
predict

I am the doctor occasionally mentioned in this story, in unflattering
terms.
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Figure 1. Using the seq2seq framework for modeling conversations.

Vinyals and Le 2015

Training end-to-end conversational agents
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/

Training end-to-end conversational agents
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
predict

B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

End-to-end conversational agents
H: i am seeing an error related to vpn
M: what is the error message that you are getting when connecting to vpn
using network connect?
H: connection refused or something like that
M: try this, goto <URL> page and enter your name and password
H: done
M: try logging in with <NAME> and check if it's working fine now
H: yes, now it works!
Vinyals and Le 2015

End-to-end conversational agents
H: : what do you think about messi?
M: he’s a great player.
H: what do you think about cleopatra?
M: oh, she’s very regal.
H: what do you think about england during the reign of elizabeth?
M: it was a great place.
Vinyals and Le 2015

End-to-end conversational agents

H: what is your job?
M: i’m a lawyer.
H: what do you do?
M: i’m a doctor.

Vinyals and Le 2015

End-to-end conversational agents
H: what are you doing?
M: nothing.
H: what is your name?
M: i don’t know, sir.
H: how old are you?
M: i’m not sure.
Li et al. 2016a

Conversation as a joint project
Clark 1996

• (Extra-linguistic) context: a conversation will take place in a certain
state of the world
• Common ground: the participants must coordinate on a (dynamic)
set of "mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assumptions"
• Purpose: we engage in a conversation in order to achieve something

Context
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
[B knows Alan Turner number]
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

Context
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
[Alan Turner's number is 333 454443]
B: His number is 911

Accessing extra-linguistic context
• Teach machine to query a data-base (Bordes and Weston 2016):
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: db_search(Alan_Turner, Has_Number, *])
DB: 333 454443
B: Alan's number is 333 454443
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Accessing extra-linguistic context:
problems and solutions
• Subject-elicited data: small
• Scripted interactions: limited, artificial

• Mix large-scale purely-text-based training and small/artificial realworld-based training (how?)
• Clever ways to collect grounded data (games?)
• Grounded data in the wild (movies?)

How to use contextual information
Contextual vs generic

Precise vs vague

• What's the color of cows?
• What's the color of this cow?

• Where does Alan Turner live?
• 34 Washington Street / 35
Lincoln Avenue / In the US
• In the US / In the United States /
In Winesburg, Ohio / 34
Washington Street

Conversation as a joint project
Clark 1996

• (Extra-linguistic) context: a conversation will take place in a certain
state of the world
• Common ground: the participants must coordinate on a (dynamic)
set of "mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assumptions"
• Purpose: we engage in a conversation in order to achieve something

Common ground
Clark and Brennan 1991

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

Common ground
Clark and Brennan 1991

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

Common ground
Leslie: Gotta see them next time.
Leslie : See, I was a bit shocked, you know
Leslie: Mike said he went to Chessington, was it?
Rob: Yeah.
Leslie: Ha ha!
Leslie: Why didn't he do that when we were here?
http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/

Common ground in end2end systems
H: i am seeing an error related to vpn
M: what is the error message that you are getting when connecting to vpn
using network connect?
H: connection refused or something like that
M: try this, goto <URL> page and enter your name and password
H: done
M: try logging in with <NAME> and check if it's working fine now
H: yes, now it works!
Vinyals and Le 2015

Common ground in end2end systems
H: what is your job?
M: i’m a lawyer.
H: what do you do?
M: i’m a doctor.

Vinyals and Le 2015

Common ground and conversation partners
Rob: Let me introduce you to my friend Mike...
Machine: Nice to meet you!

...
Machine: Mike said he went to Chessington, was it?
Rob: Yeah.
Machine: I know this person, Mike, who went to Chessington.
Alice: Yeah

Personas
(Li et al. 2016b)
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gure 1: Illustrative example of the Speaker Model introduced in this work. Speaker IDs close in embedding space tend

Negotiating common ground
Alan: In fact it was the Society's policy now that we won't put animals to sleep
unless there is an extreme cause for that...
James: Why is it that in the north of England, particularly in this region of the north
of England, we seem to be worse than anywhere else?
Alan: I don't think you are. You know, since I've been down in Horsham, I have
found that the northeast is not alone. There are many other areas in the country
where animals are seriously abused. The northeast isn't the only place.
http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/

Updating common ground
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

...

A: Shall we call our... his name isn't Alan Turner.
B: Well what's his name?
A: His name is... Richard... Thorpe, which is why am I looking under T in
my book...

Conversation as a joint project
Clark 1996

• (Extra-linguistic) context: a conversation will take place in a certain
state of the world
• Common ground: the participants must coordinate on a (dynamic)
set of "mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assumptions"
• Purpose: we engage in a conversation in order to achieve something

The purpose of conversations
Task-oriented conversations

A: I'd like to book a restaurant for
tonight.
B: What kind of food?
A: Indian, perhaps?
B: How about Shahi Tandoor on
George Street?
A: That sounds great, thank you!

Chitchat?

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have
you got it?

The purpose of conversations
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?

The purpose of conversations
B: Before the end of the show, we've got ten minutes left...
A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: I haven't got his number have you got it?
A: No... hey, have you seen they're filming in Harewood this week?

Conversational success
Author's personal copy
is inherently rewarding
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Learning and transferring
linguistic cues of success
See also Li et al. 2016c

Explicit reward

Implicit reward

A: I'd like to book a restaurant for
tonight.
B: What kind of food?
A: Indian, perhaps?
B: How about Shahi Tandoor on
George Street?
A: That sounds great, thank you!
+1

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Alan Turner?
A: Yeah.
B: Here's his number: 333 454443
A: Great, thank you!

Conversation as a joint project
Clark 1996

• (Extra-linguistic) context: a conversation will take place in a certain
state of the world
• Common ground: the participants must coordinate on a (dynamic)
set of "mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assumptions"
• Purpose: we engage in a conversation in order to achieve something

A: Shall we call Alan Turner?
B: Well, this is the last slide, we ran out of
time again!
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